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Abstract
This paper proposes a simple phone mapping approach to multidialect acoustic modeling. In contrast to the widely used shared
hidden layer (SHL) training approach (hidden layers are shared
across dialects whereas output layers are kept separate), phone
mapping simplifies model training and maintenance by allowing all the network parameters to be shared; it also simplifies online adaptation via HMM-based i-vectors by allowing the same
T-matrix to be used for all the dialects. Using the LSTM-HMM
framework, we compare phone mapping with transfer learning
and SHL training, and we also compare the efficacy of online ivectors with that of one-hot dialect encoding. Experiments with
a 2K hour dataset comprising four English dialects show that (1)
phone mapping yields significant WER reductions over dialectspecific training (14%, on average) and transfer learning (5%,
on average); (2) SHL training is only slightly better than phone
mapping; and (3) i-vectors provide useful additional reductions
(3%, on average) while one-hot encoding has little effect. Even
with a large 40K hour dataset (comprising the same four English
dialects) and fully optimized sequence discriminative training,
we show that phone mapping provides healthy WER reductions
over dialect-specific models (10%, on average).
Index Terms: multi-dialect acoustic modeling, phone mapping,
i-vectors, shared hidden layers, one-hot encoding

1. Introduction
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have enabled a rapid development of multi-dialect and multilingual acoustic modeling (AM)
techniques—most of which are derived from the general philosophy of shared representation learning and knowledge transfer.
As several studies have shown, unified AM training can be used
to improve automatic speech recognition (ASR) performance in
low-resource settings [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], and to deploy robust models in environments where a mix of dialects is expected [6, 7].
Broadly speaking, unified AM training approaches rely on one
or more of the following: universal phone sets that cover all languages or dialects of interest [8, 9]; training strategies such as
multitask learning [10, 1, 4, 5], ensemble learning [7] and transfer learning or adaptation [6, 11, 2]; and auxiliary input features
such as session-level i-vectors [12] and one-hot language or dialect vectors [3, 13, 14].
This paper investigates multi-dialect acoustic modeling using long short-term memory (LSTM) networks; most previous
studies, barring a few exceptions [5, 10, 4, 13], have used feedforward DNNs. Our investigation has two objectives: (1) pooling data such that ASR performance is enhanced for all the dialects and not just the under-resourced ones, and (2) simplifying
model training and maintenance (e.g., for deployment purposes)
by allowing all the network parameters to be shared. Previous
studies have observed that a multi-dialect model trained from
scratch by simply pooling data from all the dialects tends to perform consistently worse than dialect-specific models [13, 14]. In

this paper, we propose a phone mapping technique that allows
data to be pooled easily while achieving the desired objectives.
Using a multi-dialect dataset of 40K hours, we show that phone
mapping consistently outperforms dialect-specific models, even
after sequence discriminative training.
To train an AM whose parameters are fully shared across dialects, the conventional from scratch approach (e.g. as in [13])
is to unify the dialect-specific phone sets, estimate the acoustic
decision tree and flat-start alignments by pooling all the data,
and learn to classify the tied context dependent hidden Markov
model (HMM) states (senones) as defined by the acoustic tree.
Although this approach is fully data driven, the resulting multidialect model could be suboptimal in performance—as also observed by previous studies. This could be attributed, in part, to
the mixed nature of the acoustic tree which has to model crossdialect variations along with intra-dialect triphone contexts. The
proposed phone mapping approach, in contrast, assumes one of
the dialects (and its acoustic tree) to be canonical and maps the
phone sets of all other dialects to the canonical phone set. Once
the canonical dialect is identified, the proposed framework also
allows new dialects to be incorporated relatively easily as compared to the conventional approach.
The shared hidden layer (SHL) approach is a popular alternative approach to multi-dialect AM training, where the hidden
layers of the model are shared by all the dialects while the output softmax layers are kept separate [1, 4, 5]. While SHL training allows the individual phone sets and acoustic trees to differ
from one another, it incurs an increase in training time owing to
multitask loss minimization (e.g., the authors of [1] report that
SHL training with eleven output layers requires twice as much
time as isolated training). Also, unlike phone mapping, this approach, by design, does not allow the network parameters to be
fully shared by all the dialects.
The efficacy of phone mapping and SHL training could potentially be enhanced by using auxiliary input features such as
one-hot dialect embeddings and i-vectors. Since one-hot encoding has been shown to be effective in several studies [3, 13, 14],
we assess its performance in the context of phone mapping and
SHL training. In addition, we study the benefit of using HMMbased frame-level i-vectors for online speaker and accent adaptation. Frame-level i-vectors (as implemented in [15]) are well
suited to online adaptation in digital voice assistants, e.g. Amazon Echo or Google Home, where (1) the speaker interacting
with the device can change often and (2) i-vector extraction cannot wait until the utterance has been fully observed. Chen et al.
used i-vectors for multi-dialect training, but the i-vectors were
extracted in an offline fashion [12]. It is worth noting that phone
mapping simplifies adaptation via HMM-based online i-vectors
by allowing the same T-matrix to be used for all the dialects.
The rest of this paper describes the techniques used and the
experiments conducted. It is assumed in all cases that an LSTM
or DNN AM is available for generating training targets (i.e. flatstart training is not involved).

2. Methods
This section begins with a discussion of transfer learning. While
it is not a multi-dialect AM training technique in the strict sense,
it serves as a competitive baseline to assess the benefit of training all dialects together as compared to sharing knowledge between just two dialects (note that most previous studies have not
compared multi-dialect training with transfer learning).

ing data or shares the majority of its phones with the canonical
set. The efficacy of phone mapping for a given dialect depends
on the percentage of canonical phones in its native phone set. If
British English is assumed to be canonical, for instance, phone
mapping could be less effective for Indian English that contains
named entities in one or more Indic languages like Hindi, Tamil,
etc. (since several native phones would be non-canonical).

2.1. Transfer learning

2.3. Shared hidden layer (SHL) training

Transfer learning implementations can differ depending on how
the output and the hidden layers of the seed model (the model
whose knowledge is transferred to the target dialect) are reused.
In this study transfer learning from dialect X to dialect Y is implemented using the following steps.
(1) Obtain training targets for dialect Y using an alignment
model (model used to generate forced alignments).
(2) Discard the output layer of the seed model—which is
trained with cross-entropy loss using data from dialect X—and
initialize a fresh output layer with random weights corresponding to the targets of dialect Y.
(3) Train only the output layer for a few epochs with crossentropy loss (i.e. keep the hidden layers fixed); then run crossentropy training (and optionally, sequence discriminative training) for the entire network.
Since transfer learning does not impose any constraints on
the acoustic decision tree of the target dialect, it can be used as
a quick and effective knowledge sharing technique when a well
trained seed model is available.

By allowing dialects to share the hidden layers of the network
while maintaining separate output (classification) layers, SHL
training provides an effective cross-dialect knowledge transfer
mechanism without imposing any constraints on the phone sets
and acoustic decision trees (and thereby senones) of the dialects
being unified. In this approach, the training targets for each dialect are obtained using a dialect-specific alignment model. After merging and shuffling the datasets from all dialects, the unified AM is built via pretraining followed by cross-entropy training (and optionally, sequence discriminative training).
SHL training is similar to multitask learning except that not
all the network parameters are affected by every training sample; backpropagation works such that for a given training sample belonging to a particular dialect, only the corresponding output layer and the hidden layers are updated while all the other
output layers remain fixed. Since SHL training tends to be slow
owing to multitask loss minimization (especially as the number
of jointly-trained dialects increases), one way to speed up training is to incorporate phone mapping into the SHL framework by
having shared output layers for groups of similar dialects (e.g.,
American and Canadian English).

2.2. Phone mapping
The key idea behind phone mapping is to assume one of the dialects (and its acoustic tree) to be canonical and map the phone
sets of all the other dialects to the canonical phone set. For a set
of dialects {D1 , . . . , Dn }, multi-dialect AM training via phone
mapping is implemented as follows.
(1) Choose a canonical phone set (and dialect) such that it
has the maximum amount of overlap with the remaining phone
sets. Assuming that D1 ’s phone set is canonical, obtain training
targets for D1 using a well trained alignment model.
(2) For each of the dialects D2 , D3 , . . . , Dn :
• Obtain pronunciations for all the training tokens by looking
up a background lexicon whose entries are in the dialect’s native
phone set; if a word is not present in the lexicon, obtain its pronunciation using a grapheme-to-phoneme (g2p) model which is
trained on the dialect’s native lexicon and phone set.
• For each native pronunciation, map all non-canonical phones
to their nearest phones in the canonical phone set. While these
mappings require linguistic inputs, the overhead incurred in this
process is minimal because the mappings, once determined, will
remain unchanged for a given canonical phone set.
• Obtain forced alignments for training data using the alignment
model corresponding to D1 .
• Train an AM (pretraining followed by cross-entropy training)
using targets produced by the D1 alignment model.
• Regenerate training targets using the AM trained above.
(3) Merge and shuffle the training data prepared in steps (1)
and (2), and train a unified AM via pretraining and cross entropy
training (and optionally, sequence discriminative training).
Note that the last two sub-steps of step (2) (training an intermediate AM using targets from the canonical alignment model
and regenerating the training targets from that AM) are optional;
they can be omitted if the dialect in question has very little train-

2.4. One-hot dialect vectors
Adaptive training using one-hot auxiliary input vectors was explored initially in [3], where one-hot language vectors were concatenated with bottleneck features to train a unified DNN AM.
More recently, Grace et al. studied one-hot dialect vectors as a
special case of interpolation of bases methods [13]. As shown in
[13], one-hot dialect vectors, which are constant for all training
samples of a given dialect, translate essentially to locale-specific
bias values. Conceptually, such vectors could be supplied to not
only the input layer but also to some or all of the hidden layers.
In this paper, they are provided to the input layer as well as all
the hidden layers of the unified AM (trained via phone mapping
or SHL training).
2.5. Frame-level online i-vectors
Using i-vectors as auxiliary inputs is a widely used approach to
adaptive AM training [16, 17]. While the entire target utterance
(the utterance to be decoded) can be used for i-vector estimation
in offline decoding scenarios, real-time decoding (e.g., for digital voice assistants) requires on-the-fly computation. As shown
in [15], decoder one-best alignments and AM senone posteriors
can be used to accumulate and update sufficient statistics such
that i-vector estimation happens on a frame-by-frame basis and
in a causal manner.
Let {µi , Σi }M
i=1 denote the means and covariances of the
Gaussians that correspond
 to the M senones
 of an acoustic decision tree, and let T = T1 ; T2 ; . . . ; TM denote the total variability matrix (T-matrix). Assuming that l frames of an incoming target utterance have been observed, let [x1 , . . . , xl ] denote
the sequence of feature vectors. The i-vector estimated at frame

l, denoted by ul , is then given by Eq. (1):
ul = [I + S0 (l)]−1 S1 (l) ,

(1)

where the partial online statistics S0 (l) and S1 (l) are given by:
S0 (l) = S0 (0) e−τ l +

M
X

γi (l) TTi Σ−1
i Ti

i=1

S1 (l) = S1 (0) e−τ l +

M
X

TTi Σ−1
i fi (l) .

(2)

i=1

In Eq. (2), S0 (0) and S1 (0) denote the sufficient statistics accumulated from history (i.e. all previously-decoded utterances);
τ (> 0) is an exponential decay factor which is used to emphasize the most recent frames; and γi (l) and fi (l) (1 ≤ i ≤ M )
are given by Eq. (3):
γi (l) =

l
X

e−τ (l−t) PAM (i|xt )

t=1

fi (l) =

l
X

e−τ (l−t) PAM (i|xt ) (xt − µi ) .

(3)

t=1

In Eq. (3), PAM (·|x), the posteriors from the AM, serve as soft
assignments between feature vectors and Gaussians. S0 (0) and
S1 (0) are accumulated in a manner similar to S0 (l) and S1 (l),
but the assignments between feature vectors and Gaussians are
provided by decoder one-best alignments.
In the SHL framework, the T-matrix and the Gaussian parameters must be estimated separately for each dialect or group
of dialects having a distinct output layer, but this is not required
in the phone mapping approach since the senones are shared by
all the dialects.

3. Experimental results
This section describes the feature extraction pipeline and training setup, followed by a discussion of the unified AM training
experiments conducted.
Log filter bank energies (LFBEs), extracted at intervals of
10 ms using 25 ms analysis windows, are used as the primary
features for AM training. For each frame, the power spectrum is
integrated using 64 Mel-warped filters and subsequently transformed using natural log to obtain LFBEs; they are also normalized by subtracting the autoregressive mean estimate in order to
remove channel effects [18].
For extracting i-vectors, senone Gaussians are assumed to
have diagonal covariance matrices. The Gaussian and T-matrix
parameters are estimated using 40 dimensional features, which
are obtained by first stacking 9 LFBE frames (the current frame
plus a left and right context of 4), and then transforming them
through a block diagonal discrete cosine transform (DCT), a
linear discriminant analysis (LDA) transform and a maximum
likelihood linear transform (MLLT) [19]. The i-vector dimension is 100, and the T-matrix is estimated via the expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm [20]. The exponential decay factor τ (see Eqs. (2) and (3)) is set to 0.002, which corresponds to
an effective time window of 500 frames or 5 seconds.
All the AMs trained in this paper are 5 hidden-layer LSTM
networks. Features are input with an 8-frame delay, i.e. features
at (t+80) ms are used to predict targets at time t. Prior to AM
training, both LFBEs and i-vectors are mean and variance normalized using training data statistics. One-hot dialect vectors,

Table 1: Train and test data distributions of English dialects (in
hours) for the experiments discussed in Sec. 3.1 (train 2K) and
Sec. 3.2 (train 40K). Test data is common to both the setups.
dialect
US (American)
GB (British)
IN (Indian)
AU (Australian)

train 2K
1.1K
0.5K
0.3K
0.1K

train 40K
13K
14.5K
8.5K
4K

test
37
21
27
14

Table 2: Relative WERRs (%) with respect to isolated (dialectspecific) training for experiments conducted with the 2K hour
dataset (Sec. 3.1). All results are at the cross-entropy stage.
isolated training
transfer learning
phone mapping
+ 1-hot vectors
+ i-vectors
+ 1-hot & i-vectors
SHL training
+ 1-hot vectors
+ i-vectors
+ 1-hot & i-vectors

US
0.0
8.3
8.7
12.0
13.3
7.4
7.6
11.3
11.3

GB
0.0
4.2
14.4
11.8
16.5
15.9
14.1
14.3
18.4
17.1

IN
0.0
8.6
8.4
10.9
11.2
12.2
10.9
11.9
12.9
12.8

AU
0.0
22.8
27.4
29.3
31.3
32.0
31.3
29.7
34.4
32.5

avg.
0.0
11.9
14.6
15.2
17.8
18.4
15.9
15.9
19.3
18.4

if used, are supplied to the input layer as well as all the LSTM
hidden layers. We tried a few initial experiments where the onehot vectors were used at the input layer only (as in [13]), but the
results were found to be slightly worse.
Well trained seed models are used as initialization for transfer learning, but for all the other experiments, networks are pretrained using 30 hours of training data. A learning rate of 8e−4
is used for pretraining and also for the initial output layer training of transfer-learned models. For pretraining, LSTM hidden
layers are trained jointly (not layer wise), and auxiliary senone
classification layers with small task weights are connected to all
the non-final hidden layers (the final hidden layer is connected
to the primary senone classification output layer(s)).
Cross-entropy training is split into two phases: a chunking
phase where the LSTM hidden states are maintained for chunks
of 32 frames, and a finetuning phase where the hidden states are
propagated until utterance ends. New-bob learning rate scheduling with annealing is applied to both the phases, and the learning
rate decay factor is set to 0.5. In the chunking phase, the initial
learning rate is 8e−4 and the minibatch size is 2048; in the finetuning phase, the initial learning rate is 5e−5 and the minibatch
size is 20480.
For sequence discriminative training, we use the state-level
minimum Bayes risk (sMBR) criterion [21]. AMs trained with
cross-entropy loss are first used to obtain the required numerator
alignments and denominator lattices, and they are then sMBR
trained for two epochs using a learning rate of 1e−5 and a nonspeech accuracy weight of 0.1.
All AMs are trained using distributed synchronous stochastic gradient descent running on 16 GPUs. For decoding, we use
dialect-specific 4-gram language models with Katz smoothing.
3.1. Experiments with a 2K hour dataset
This section presents exhaustive experiments using 2000 hours
of training data that is composed of four English dialects: American (US), British (GB), Indian (IN) and Australian (AU). For
faster turnaround, all models discussed here are trained using

Table 3: Relative WERRs (%) with respect to isolated (dialectspecific) cross-entropy training for experiments conducted with
the 40K hour dataset (Sec. 3.2).
isolated training
+ sMBR training
phone mapping
+ sMBR training

US
0.0
9.6
3.1
12.7

GB
0.0
12.3
3.9
17.2

IN
0.0
7.7
4.5
14.5

AU
0.0
8.3
18.1
30.9

avg.
0.0
9.5
7.4
18.8

only cross-entropy loss. The amounts of train and test data used
per dialect are shown in Table 1. To prepare these datasets, utterances are randomly sampled from recordings collected through
far-field devices (with varied microphone characteristics); the
train and test datasets do not have any device units or speakers
in common. For the phone mapping approach, British English
is treated as the canonical accent. For transfer learning, the AM
trained using American English data (1100 hours) is used as the
seed model. LDA and MLLT transforms, T-matrices and Gaussian models (for i-vector estimation) are borrowed from our inhouse ASR systems. Note that the i-vector extractor (T-matrix,
etc.) is shared across dialects for phone mapping.
Table 2 shows the WERRs (relative word error rate reductions) achieved with respect to dialect-specific training. The below observations can be made from Table 2.
• Transfer learning provides significant gains over the baseline, but the unified training approaches (both phone mapping
and SHL training) offer larger gains in general. This confirms
that knowledge sharing across more than two dialects is not only
elegant but also beneficial.
• As expected, the gains from unified training are larger for
dialects with smaller amounts of training data (GB, IN and AU).
Importantly, the gains are also significant for US (which contributes more than half of the total training data). This is a key
result considering that a fully-shared network (phone mapping)
is able to provide significant gains for all dialects.
• The gains from unified training are somewhat smaller for
IN as compared to GB and AU, suggesting that Indian English
is quite different from the other dialects. Phone mapping is in
fact slightly worse than transfer learning for IN, and this could
be due to the high percentage of (non-canonical) Indic phones
arising from code switching, e.g. “play songs from [Hindi] dil
chahta hai [Hindi]”.
• SHL training offers only slightly better gains than phone
mapping, on an average. The latter is therefore a simpler option
from a training and maintenance perspective.
• Frame-level i-vectors provide useful additional gains with
both phone mapping and SHL training, but one-hot vectors appear to have little effect on performance (both in isolation and
in conjunction with i-vectors). This result contradicts the observations made in [13], and we offer a hypothesis in Sec. 3.3 as to
why this might be the case.
3.2. Experiments with a 40K hour dataset
The purpose of these experiments is to understand if the gains
due to phone mapping continue to hold for large-scale datasets
and after sequence discriminative training.
In Table 3 we compare phone mapping with dialect-specific
training using a large 40K hour training corpus, and the WERRs
listed are with respect to the dialect-specific cross-entropy models. The 40K hour dataset comprises the same English dialects
as in Section 3.1 and the dialectal breakdown is shown in Table 1. The test data are identical to those of the 2K hour setup.

Table 4: Relative WERRs (%) for mixed tree multi-dialect model
with respect to canonical tree (phone mapped) model.
canonical tree (phone mapping)
mixed tree

GB
0.0
-2.2

IN
0.0
-0.6

AU
0.0
0.3

The training data for each dialect is composed of the original
recordings plus their corrupted copies generated via simulated
reverberation. Note that the corrupted copies use the same training targets as the original recordings.
It is evident from Table 3 that even with large-scale training data, phone mapping provides significant gains over dialectspecific training. More importantly, the gains continue to hold
after sequence discriminative training. It is interesting to note
that the gains after sMBR training (row 4 vs. 2) are in fact larger
compared to the gains after cross-entropy training (row 3 vs. 1).
This suggests that the multi-dialect model is somewhat coarse at
the cross-entropy stage and that correcting the phone confusions
via sMBR training significantly improves ASR performance.
3.3. Analysis: canonical tree versus mixed tree
The purpose of this investigation is to compare a phone mapped
model (trained with a canonical tree as described in Section 2.2)
with a model whose acoustic tree and senones are estimated by
pooling data from all the dialects. The training data for this experiment comprises three English dialects: 3.5K, 2K and 0.5K
hours of GB, IN and AU, respectively. Unlike the usual practice,
the mixed tree is not built using flat start procedures and native
phones; instead, the alignments obtained from a canonical GB
model are used to seed the tree-building process. Note that the
mixed tree has twice as many senones as the canonical tree.
Table 4 shows WERRs for the mixed tree model with respect to phone mapping (both models are cross entropy trained).
We see that despite having a larger tree the mixed tree model
does not perform any better than phone mapping; in fact its performance is worse for GB. This suggests that it is better to have
a canonical tree that captures intra-dialect triphone contexts but
not the cross-dialect variations. By building the mixed tree using
flat start and native phones, one might expect the multi-dialect
model performance to degrade further owing to higher crossdialect variations; in such situations, using one-hot dialect vectors as auxiliary inputs could improve performance, as observed
in [13]. With the proposed phone mapping approach, however,
one-hot vectors seem to have little effect.

4. Conclusions
Three main types of knowledge sharing were evaluated in this
paper: transfer learning, phone mapping and SHL training. The
effect of using one-hot dialect vectors and frame-level online ivectors was also studied. Experiments show that transfer learning is a quick and effective approach which one can use when
a well trained seed model is available. Phone mapping as well
as SHL training offer better performance than transfer learning,
but since SHL training is only slightly better than phone mapping, on an average, the latter approach can be used to simplify
model training and maintenance. While frame-level i-vectors
provide useful gains, one-hot vectors do not provide much benefit. Using i-vectors with phone mapping is convenient for multidialect training because the T-matrix and Gaussian models can
be shared by all the dialects. An important observation from our
experiments is that the gains provided by unified modeling hold
with large-scale data and sequence discriminative training.
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